EXPLORER SERIES
625 • 575 • 500

Serious blue water anglers need a serious boat
with the legs to handle plenty of green seas.
The CruiseCraft Explorer series comprises
three exceptional models that will take you way
offshore, and back, in absolute safety.
Noted for their wide line cockpit, the
Explorers are bigger in the cockpit for your
fishing enjoyment. In fact these boats are
designed for and totally dedicated to blue
water anglers. The inventory of fishing
features and appointments on board an
Explorer, will make your fishing trip all the
more successful.

SEVEN YEAR
STRUCTURAL WARRANTY

With a proven blue water CruiseCraft hull,
your trip offshore will be smooth and easy.
And once the rods are out and the fishing
action hits, the big stable cockpit will allow
you to focus on landing big fish.
Go offshore, go sport-fishing with an Explorer.

EXPLORER 625

This is the 'grand daddy' of the blue water Explorer fishing
range. Just as soon as you step on board you will appreciate
all the thought that has gone into developing this as a
thoroughbred fishing machine.
By any measure this is a big boat that will carry a family or
any fishing group, far offshore in absolute safety and
comfort. The Explorer 625 features a raised deck line, so as
to provide a heap of space in the cabin. Under the flowing
line of the cabin, and fitted forward of the helm, is a cabin
that features a fully moulded interior. This delivers very
smooth, neat lines that ensures the Explorer 625 is easy to
use and easy to own.
The cockpit is expansive, with the helm position pushed a
little further forward, to make fishing even easier. This is a
dream 'work space' for game fishermen. The cockpit area is
broad, thanks to the big 2.45m beam of the hull. And if
that's still not enough, the cockpit is self draining, a rare
safety feature in a boat of this length.
Check the complete list of features and you'll soon see the
stand outs that set the Explorer apart from the
competition… sub floor foam, stainless steel seat frames,
240 litre fuel sub floor tank, dual cockpit lights and rear
door.
Blue water sports fishing boats have never been as good as
the Explorer 625.

S
PECIFICATIONS
EXPLORER 625
Hull Length

6.215m

Length with Bow Spirit

6.54m

Beam

2.45m

Maximum HP

200hp

Recommended Power

150hp

Deadrise Transom

20 degrees

Static Weight

2196kg

Towing Weight

1996kg

Height Overall on Trailer at Screen

2.43m (Approx)

Height Overall on Trailer with Targa 3.3m (Approx)
Length Overall on Trailer

7.7m (Redco Sportsman)

Transom Height

Extra Long

Max No. Persons

6

Fuel Capacity

240L (Approx)

EXLORER 625
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